
Enterprise Technology Management:  
The New Face of IT Asset Management
When it comes to tracking and managing their sprawling ecosystems of technology 

assets, far too many organizations are flying blind. Enterprise Technology Man-

agement improves IT asset management, security, audits, compliance, and more—

across data centers, devices, software, and the Cloud.
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Unfortunately, few organizations have been able to 

fully achieve these and many other asset-associated 

imperatives. This untenable situation has given rise to a 

new and comprehensive approach to IT asset manage-

ment: Enterprise Technology Management (ETM).

ETM layers on top of, integrates, and coordinates 

siloed asset management and security systems. It 

acquires, normalizes, and validates data from 

each silo, and establishes a single source of 

truth for all devices and software, as well as 

for virtual Cloud services.

Once an ETM solution has collected 

and enhanced asset data, it can then 

give IT and security managers a 

single-pane view over their entire 

technology estate. Just as important, a 

well-constructed ETM solution allows 

IT and business managers to implement 

best-practice workflows across various 

technology devices, software, and 

services (Figure 1).

Even if organizations have deployed asset management 

solutions for data center and networking equipment, 

employee devices, and software, these solutions typically run 

in isolated silos that are poorly integrated and coordinated.

Complicating matters further is the growing diversity 

and distribution of an enterprise’s technology portfolio. 

In today’s digitally transformed and dependent world, the 

IT asset landscape extends far beyond traditional servers, 

laptops, and smartphones. Among other things, it also 

encompasses Cloud-based infrastructure and services, IT 

facilities, medical and other specialized equipment, and 

billions of internet of things (IoT) sensors and devices.

In essence, anything with an IP address needs to be 

tracked, managed, and secured—from its acquisition and 

deployment, through its operational lifetime, and to its 

eventual retirement or disposal.

Among other technology asset management requirements, organizations need:
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Figure 1. Technology Management  
for the Digital Enterprise
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The ability to gain single-pane 

visibility into who is using which 

technology assets and how they’re 

using them in order to meet 

user experience, security, and 

compliance demands.

The ability to identify risks and  

execute necessary actions 

associated with different assets—

everything from spotting unusual 

device activity to terminating access 

rights when offboarding employees.

The ability to implement best-

practice management workflows 

that often span asset categories  

and user groups.



Collecting and Rationalizing Diverse and Fluid Asset Data
Given the scope of existing technology assets—as well as 

those coming down the technology pipeline—any ETM 

solution must be able to accommodate a wide and fluctuating 

range of asset variables. Some individual assets are relatively 

fixed and stable, while others may evolve throughout their 

lifetimes in configuration, functionality, and ownership.

For example, a company smartphone may have an expected 

deployment life of three years, be initially configured with a 

suite of approved apps, and assigned to a specific employee. 

But if the phone’s application profile changes, if its security 

settings are altered, or if it is reassigned to a different 

employee after its original user leaves the company, the ETM 

solution must be aware of and safely manage those changes.

By contrast, a simple IoT sensor may be attached to 

a shipping container and do little more than transmit its 

location and ambient temperature. The useful life of that 

sensor may be only for the duration of the container’s transit.

For organizations of any significant size, a comprehen-

sive ETM solution may need to gather relevant data from 

tens of thousands of individual assets of many different 

types and construct relevant metadata about them. That 

metadata may include everything from the roles and 

permissions of their assigned users to the acceptable 

ranges of device configurations and settings.

Building Automated ETM Workflows
An organization’s ultimate goal in implementing ETM 

shouldn’t be simply to catalog, track, and manage its 

technology assets. Rather, it should be to orchestrate and 

automate efficient workflows that span those assets.

There can be hundreds of workflow processes that come 

into play throughout the life cycle of a technology asset. 

ETM workflows can automate everything from delivering 

and retrieving technology assets when employees are 

onboarded and offboarded to identifying suspect or 

malfunctioning assets and containing any threat they pose.

Figure 2 illustrates seven stages associated with 

technology life cycle management and integrations for 

physical assets, as well as some of the typical processes that 

ETM can support and potentially automate at each stage.

Once a comprehensive ETM solution has been deployed, some of the most  
impactful operational and security benefits it can deliver include:

Figure 2. Supporting and Automating Physical Technology Asset Life Cycle Management and Integrations
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These types of benefits, along with the provision of end-to-end visibility and a single source of truth for all technology assets, 
would on their own provide ample justification for implementing ETM. Even these paybacks don’t, however, encompass the 
full potential of a comprehensive ETM solution.
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The Benefits of  
Enterprise Technology Management

Oomnitza customers across multiple industries have achieved a wide 

range of business outcomes—all from a single operating platform:

Accountability for all technology assets, including the knowledge 

of who is using what, where

Real-time life cycle status, anomaly detection, device refresh

Accurate forecasting of technology spend

Integration with security systems for visibility and device validation

Clickable compliance and audit reports

Automation and enforcement of security and governance processes

Fast identification of lost or stolen devices

Automation of on/offboarding processes

In addition to aiding security and compliance 

objectives, ETM-enabled workflows are also critical to 

ensuring business continuity. For most people in the IT 

industry, business continuity means maintaining core 

business operations in the face of power outages, natural 

disasters, cyberattacks, or other disruptions. In the ETM 

world, it is more aligned with software asset management, 

especially in the context of departing employees.

While it can be relatively straightforward to recover 

a departing user’s devices and reassign them to other 

employees, managing the offboarded individual’s software 

assets  and data can demand close attention. For example, if an 

organization simply deletes the employee’s Google Workspace 

account, all of that user’s documents would also be deleted.

Managing offboarding employees from enterprise 

applications or Cloud services is even more problematic. 

Those assets may include information about customer 

relationships, pending calendar meetings, and other data 

that the organization must retain and potentially reassign 

to others. In that sense, ensuring the business continuity 

of existing processes and relationships can depend on a 

sophisticated ETM capability.

Oomnitza is pioneering the ETM discipline. A large number 

of companies across multiple industry sectors have 

already embraced Oomnitza’s software-as-a-service ETM 

offering, and are realizing cost-reduction, efficiency, and 

security benefits from its deployment.

As part of its ETM service, Oomnitza offers a broad 

range of connectors to link to a full range of existing IT, 

Cloud, and security asset management systems. (See the 

complete list of integrations.)

Once Oomnitza collects and rationalizes data from the 

underlying asset management systems, it enhances it with 

valuable metadata—such as an asset’s projected lifetime, 

department, owner, and other information that device-

centric asset systems rarely collect or exploit.

Oomnitza has worked closely with its customers to 

develop a large and ever-expanding collection of best-

practice workflows, which the company includes as part of 

its core ETM offering. Most of the workflows involve asset 

life cycle processes such as on/offboarding, Cloud-instance 

instantiation and shutdown, and other common—yet 

formerly difficult to implement—management activities.

Oomnitza ETM Supercharges Asset Tracking,  
Management, and Workflows

Discover the next generation of  
IT asset tracking software. 

Visit www.oomnitza.com to learn more.
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